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Who am I?

Shaddai (pronounced Shad-eye, but Shad is fine) (He/Him/they). 

▣ Lecturer at Perth College UHI and the Open University

▣ 3rd year PhD student at the University of the West of 

Scotland.

▣ Former Early Years Practitioner and Family Support 

Worker.

▣ Trustee for Early Education and the Fatherhood Institute

▣ Co-convener for SERA EY network. 

▣ (occasional) Writer at CriticalEarlyYears.org.
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Positioning race and Blackness

▣ I interpret race as unreal as a scientific category.

▣ However, we live as if race has meaning. We live race in practice experiencing the world in ways 
that are mediated by racialized social categories and relationships.

▣ To capture this, a racial ambivalence standpoint is useful to complicate race as both real as a 
social tool and unreal as a scientific category. 

▣ Blackness is founded on what the foundations of race represent, however implies more than just 
differences of phenotype and is an active commitment to the liberatory politics that tie into 
skin colour.

▣ Ultimately, it is a way of knowing that concentrates on the experiences of Black people in 
providing perspective on the formation of western society’ (Andrews and Palmer, 2016: 19).
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What we know

“Education can serve as an important vehicle for the political 

formation of citizens within a democratic society (Freire, 2005) … 

Research consistently indicates having a teaching force that 

better represents society is critical because of the character, 

ubiquity, pervasiveness, duration and importance of teaching as 

a social activity”. 

Tembo (2020:71)

“Positioning education as a political site reveals dominant 

ideological norms and epistemological assumptions about race 

and identity … This view disrupts assumptions of neutrality in 

education, whereby schools are political sites involved in the 

construction, control and containment of oppressed cultural 

populations (Darder, 2014)”.

Tembo (2020:73)
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What we don’t know

What about Black educators in the early years?
The Early Years Workforce Strategy (DfE, 2017: 25) makes explicit reference to the ‘Gender diversity 

of the workforce’. However, there is no reference to racial diversity and the value it could bring 

to enhancing children’s experiences.



What we know

The broader context of whiteness matters here. 

▣ A silencing of discussion around race and racism.
▣ ‘Professional identity’ as a neutral category, smoothing over individual differences..
▣ Feelings of tokenism and isolation among BME educators. 

My argument… 

Research in later education has shown that Black teachers, through their identity, do 
bring specific life experiences and strengths that benefit children … It is crude to 

position all Black educators as models of acceptable Blackness … However, recognising 
that these educators may inevitably model some kind of Blackness in learning 

environments, and can play some kind of role in mediating whiteness, may ultimately 
provide insight in the ways we understand the construction of identity.
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Int: “…and I’m glad you’ve said yes (to being interviewed for my study)

Well there’s not many, not many Black people to ask in this place is there? (laughing)” (Mandy)

▣ I worked with Critical Race Theory, using an epistemological approach towards analysing 

participants’ narratives.

▣ Counter-narratives, in this view, are a means of discursively addressing normative (white) 

experiences of working in the profession. 

▣ Therefore I drew together counter-narratives with narrative analysis to explore the 

experiences of Black ECEC practitioners working in the profession.
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I think the Black parents that come in and look around, they do worry because it isn’t as diverse 

as it could be. I think they worry about the interactions with other children because they exclude 

even by gender so as they get older I have noticed that is more of a thing. From 2/3 to preschool, 

they begin to see boys playing with boys and vice versa. So, I think that sort of comes in (with race) 

because some kids can be like that and they obviously don’t want it to be seen as a negative I 

suppose. With gender we always challenge that sort of stuff, so I guess with people of colour that 

could also be something that happens. (Safi)

As a counternarrative, this highlights the need to discuss race.
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I think with the parents I’ve met at the moment that are Black, they seem happy to see me! It’s like 

they were hiding everybody away and suddenly I pop up, so they’re asking what have you been 

doing and where have you come from? So yeah, I delight in the fact that it looks like there’s a relief 

on their face, I can say oh we’re not the only ones here or thank god there is someone I could talk 

to that looks like me. (Mandy)

As a counternarrative, this highlights the value of representation in community 

work with parents.



My research
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Black educators in (white) settings: Making racial identity visible in 
Early Childhood Education and Care in England, UK

In conclusion

Moving beyond the notion of race as something that is irrelevant, or inappropriate at this level of 

education, towards a more critically informed understanding of what kinds of influence that 

minoritised educators can have, is crucial in addressing experiences of racism in educational 

spaces. Black studies remains a relatively new field in academia and the paucity of research 

on the Black educator in ECEC, combined with the data presented, therefore justify a need to 

continue to focus on the experiences of those in the ECEC profession.

Tembo (2020:12)







Thanks for listening!
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